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As is well known, in the hadron-nucleus collisions the pro
cesses take place which have no analogy in hadron-hadron inte
ractions. They are due to a possibility for a particle produ
ced on one nuclear nucleon to interact with another nucleon. 
The first astonishing fact of the investigations of these pro
cesses was that particles interact with another nucleon very 
seldom. It gave rise to the main idea of the present high ener
gy physics - the idea about formation time of produced partic
les. What new idea can the research of nucleus-nucleus interac
tions give us? To answer this question, we have to say what 
is the main difference between hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucle
us collisions. Many physicists hope that nucleus-nucleus inte
ractions can be represented as a combination of hadron-nucleus 
collisions. But they cannot show correctly that it is true. 
Others believ to think that in nucleus-nucleus interactions we 
can obtain very hot nuclear matter. But they cannot say how 
often these states will be realized. 

Only the eikonal model can answer at present how many pro
c-esses in nucleus-nucleus interactions have analogy in hadron
nucleus collisions and how often spec1t1c nucleus-nuci~ub o~d~ 
tering processes (SNNSP) take place. For the first time it was 
done in paper/l/ for 4He4He-scattering. Then it was shown for 
12c 12c-collisions12/. As was pointed out in ref./l/ SNNSP are 
the processes represented by the edge graphs of two-coloured 
graphs like those shown in Fig. 1 (more usual pictures see in 
Fig.2). Knowing them, one can estimate the mean distance bet
ween the centres of particle production and, using the radius 
of confinement forces, find at what energies these interactions 
will look like single ones. It is an interesting task, but an 
aim of our paper is to find "usual" features of SNNSP. For this 
purpose we have used the calculation scheme proposed in ref./l/ 
and for modelling of elementary interactions we have took the 
Levchenko-Nikolaev model/3/. The investigation was performed 
for the processes shown in Fig.1. We have supposed that each 
nucleon with equal probabilities may be a proton or a neutron, 
and that nucleons from different nuclei have equal momentum 
15.75 GeV/c in CMS. 

·First of all we were interested in the multiplicity distribu
tions presented in Fig.3. As can be seen, in the processes a 
and b (Fig. I) the part of events with multiplicity of negative 
particles (pions) close to zero is very small. Besides, in these 
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Fig. I. Graphs representing two 
specific nucleus-nucleus scat
tering processes. 
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Fig.2. Processes a and b of 
fig. I are redrawn in another 
form. 

Fig.3. Multiplicity distribu
tions of negative particles in 
pp interactions and in ~J?. 
processes of fig.! at ySNN 
= 31.5 GeV (solid line, light 
and shadowing hystogram, sha
dowing and black hystogram, 
rPSDPC':tivPl v). 

Fig.4. Distributions of fig.3 
in the KNQ-scaling form. Dashed 
and solid lines for the proces
ses a and b of fig.!. Dot-da
shed line, for pp-interactions 
at ySNN = 31.5 and 22 GeV. 
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processes the distributions do not obey the same KNQ-scaling 
law as in pp interactions, though they satisfy the KNO-scaling 
hypothesis (see Fig.4). It is the first feature of SNNSP. 
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Fig.6. Proton densities in pp 
interactions and a, b proces
ses as the functions of y (so
lig line, light and shadowed 
hystogram, shadowed and black 
hystogram, respectively). 
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Fig.5. Ratios of particle den
sities in a, b processes of 
fig. I (solid and dashed lines 
respectively) to the pp ones 
as the functions of the ra
pidity: a) R-(y), b) R+(y). 
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I Fig.7. Distributions of pro
tons according to the trans
verse momentum in pp interac-. . -
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fig. I 
solid 

(dot-dashed, dashed and 
lines, respectively). 

To find others, let us 
look for the ratios of rapi
dity distributions R(y) 

dn8 11.\ dn • • F' 5 -~~·f...;.::m!.~, g1ven 1n 1g. • 
dy dy 

From them we see that R(y) 
at y - 0 are close to multi
plicity of elementary inte
ractions and that functions 
R+(y) are not like R-(y). 
It occurs due to protons which 
according to fig.6, move to 
the central region on SNNSP. 
In the rescattering proces-

.__ .... _ ... _ _. _ _. ____ .._ __ ses they get large transverse 
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momenta (Fig.7). So protons 
with large P+ in the central 
rapidity reg1one can be an 
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indicator of SNNSP. It is the prediction of the trivia~ eiko
nal model, which do not take into account the interact~ons 
between particles produced in different centres. We th1~k that 
investigations of these interactions having no analogy 1n had
ron-hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions can give new useful 
information. 
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Y*HHCKHH B.B., 0M6oo 3. E2-83-816 
AHanH3 cne~H$H4eCKHX npo~eccoa RAPO-RAepHoro pacceRHHR 

XapaKTepHCTHKH ABYX npo~eCCOB, KOTOp~e MOryT HMeTb MeCTO B dd -&3aHMO
AeHCTBHRX npH B~COKHX 3HeprHRX, nOMHMO o6~4H~X - OAHOKpaTHOro, ABYX He3a
BHCHM~X HyKnOHH~X COYAapeHHH H ABYX nocneAOBaTenbH~X HyKnOHH~X COYAapeHHH -
aHanH3HPYOTCR B npeAnOnO*eHHRX, 4TO TOnbKO HyKnOH~ MOryT B3aHMOAeHCTBOBaTb. 
00Ka3aHO, 4TO OTHOWeHHe nnOTHOCTH 4aCTH~ no 6~CTpOTaM B TaKHX npo~eCCaX 
K COOTBeTCTBy~eH nnOTHOCTH B NN-npo~eccax B ~eHTpanbHOH o6naCTH 6nH3KO 
K cpeAHeMy 4HCny 3neMeHTapH~X B3aHMOAeHCTBHH; pacnpeAeneHHR no MHO*eCTBeH
HOCTH B TaKHX npo~eccax nOA4HHROTCR KHQ-cKeHnHHry, KOTOp~H He TaKOH *e, 
KaK B pp-coyAapeHHRX; HHAHKaTOpOM TaKHX npo~eCCOB MOryT 6~Tb npOTOH~, 
HCnyCKaeM~e C 6onbWHMH nonepe4H~MH HMnynbCaMH B ~eHTpanbHOH o6naCTH. 

Pa6oTa B~nonHeHa B na6opaTOPHH RAePH~X npo6neM OH~H. 

Uzhinski I V.V . , Omboo Z. E2-83-816 
Analysis of Specific Nucleus-Nucleus Scattering Processes 

Characteristics of two processes which can take place in dd interac
tions at high energies besides the usual single one, two independent nucle
on coli is ions and two sequence nucleon coli is ions are analysed in the 
assumptions that only nucleons can interact. It is shown that the ratio of 
rapidity density of particles in such processes to that in NN processes in 
the central region is close to the mean number of elementary interactions; 
multiplicity distributions in these processes obey the KNO-scal ing which is 
not the same as in pp-coll is ions; an indicator of these processes may be the 
protons emitted with large transverse momentum in the central region. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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